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Abstract

Over the past decade, improving healthcare quality and safety through patient safety event reporting systems has drawn much attention. Unfortunately, such systems are suffering from low data quality, inefficient data entry and ineffective information retrieval. For improving the systems, we develop a semantic web ontology based on the WHO International Classification for Patient Safety (ICPS) and AHROQ Common Formats for patient safety event reporting. The ontology holds potential in enhancing knowledge management and information retrieval, as well as providing flexible data entry and case analysis for both reporters and reviewers of patient safety events. In this paper, we detailed our efforts in data acquisition, transformation, implementation and initial evaluation of the ontology.
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Introduction

The increasing high rate of medical errors indicates that patient safety is a prominent issue [1, 2]. A recent study reported that preventable medical errors cause annual deaths of 210,000 to 440,000 in the United States [3]. The magnitude of these medical errors, as well as near misses and unsafe conditions, has raised public awareness on patient safety and interest in research. For the purpose of preventing error occurrence, much attention has been drawn into reasoning about systemic factors that contribute to the errors, while the road block appears to be the disclosure of patient safety events [1]. It is documented that the major obstacle to disclosing patient safety events and proposing systematic solutions is due to limited functionalities of a reporting system [4]. The core functionality of a reporting system is thought to be collecting, analyzing and learning from the existing mistakes [5-7]. Therefore, the systems should include functional modules such as data acquisition, knowledge management, information retrieval, and beyond.

Reporting systems are pervasively used in the United States [4, 8], Australia [9], United Kingdom [10] and other countries. Nevertheless, debates on the effectiveness of such systems still remain. So far, there has hardly been any study that reports a decrease of medical errors, mortality or morbidity directly due to the intervention of a reporting system [4]. Obviously, more efforts are needed to prove the value of the reporting systems. A first-line question is why the reporting systems are unsuccessful in demonstrating the value. Among various reasons, data quality is thought to be a major concern. Patient safety reports containing detailed narratives are helpful in replicating the incidents and further translating into improved patient safety. The narratives are different from other data types stored in generic health information systems, such as electronic medical record (EMR) data and clinical notes. Reporting systems collect a variety of data ranging from structured to unstructured formats and therefore may cause a data inconsistency issue, which leads to incompleteness and inaccuracy of the data entry [11]. For example, a reporting system with a structured data entry can sometimes force the reporters to choose “other or miscellaneous” when they are asked to categorize a patient safety event [12]. In contrast, unstructured data (free text) are unconstrained in offering detailed information but they are not immune from issues. An obvious pitfall for the use of unstructured data in the reporting system is time efficiency. Many reporters are working under time pressure or in a multi-task mode and thus they may not have sufficient time to provide a complete and detailed report to the systems [11]. A recent study using a text prediction method intended to mitigate the abovementioned problems [13]. With this method, the system provides prompting information (suggested words/phrase to use) to the reporters at the time when they are typing free text into the data entry portal. The text prediction technique provides insights into extracting and organizing the semantic information based on the free text with the only limitation being that the prediction list was manually prepared by domain experts. Another pitfall for the use of unstructured data appears in data processing. Similar to clinical notes, text predictions, and nonstandard acronyms are typically intertwined with free text data. These have become barriers for data pre-processing, such as den-identification, and classification by natural language processing (NLP), and thus cost extra time for reviewers in understanding the data.

Taxonomies have been used to address these problems as they intend to manage patient safety events as a knowledge base. The taxonomies used to document and classify patient safety reports can be traced back to 1987 when the Australian Patient Safety Foundation (APSF) originally reported the Australian Incident Monitoring System [14]. Later on, a series of well known taxonomies were put into use, which include the JCAHO patient safety event taxonomy [15], the National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP)’s taxonomy of medication errors [16], the Neonatal Intensive Care system (NIC) [17], the Pediatric Patient Safety taxonomy (PED) [18], the Preliminary Taxonomy of medical errors in Family Practice (PTFP) [19], the Taxonomy of Nursing Errors (TNE) [20], and the Adverse Event Reporting Ontology (AERO) [21]. While these taxonomies served primarily as domain specific knowledge bases, the rapid increase of patient safety data calls for a sharable knowledge base organized by a unified language system.

In sum, more efforts are needed for improving data quality, sharing and learning from patient safety events across the individual systems. A significant challenge to increase data
quality remains in the development of a unified domain knowledge base and the effective use of the data. To explore solutions to the problems, we aim to build a semantic web ontology (Medeon) using W3C open standard Web Ontology Language (OWL). The Medeon serves as a unified knowledge base for organizing patient safety events, and as a supporting component that facilitates the user end applications towards enhancing data entry and data quality.

Materials and Methods

Semantic Web Ontology

A taxonomy as a controlled vocabulary in hierarchy has been used in patient safety reporting for years. Ontologies are explicit specifications of conceptualized definitions and relationships where these specifications define a taxonomy of the knowledge [22]. Specifically, an ontology models the real-world knowledge by encoding the entities and the relationships among the entities. We aimed to develop an ontology to replace the role of a taxonomy because the ontology can provide a broader application over taxonomies. We chose OWL and semantic web technologies because they jointly provide a unique advantage for machine understandable semantics and descriptive logic reasoning. OWL has an advantage that allows us to identify unique patient safety terminologies or concepts that may appear under different names or originate from different sources. This advantage largely reduces the ambiguity in medical terminologies, and may advance the knowledge management of patient safety events.

Previous work on building ontologies for patient safety events employed various methodologies (i.e., techniques, tools, procedures and guidelines) [23-25], yet these approaches are lacking computer understandable representations. In the present work, we refer to the Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist for theories and general guidelines commonly employed in developing OWL ontologies [26]. Protégé (V4.3.0) was employed to implement the ontology.

Data Acquisition

At an initial stage, all the entities and relationships implemented in Medeon were extracted from the Common Formats. Healthcare event reporting form (HERF), patient information form (PIF), and summary of initial report (SIR) in the Common Formats are regarded as a comprehensive and relatively complete collections of entities that can represent patient safety events. Therefore, a direct translation was performed in order to encode those entities from the Common Formats to Medeon. To obtain high quality data in the Common Formats, we followed a set of principles as guidelines [27]. Table 1 provides a brief description on the principles. We borrowed eight principles that were separated into three dimensions to guide the rephrasing of the language used in the ontology. Note that we did not include ‘social quality’ from the Dimensions in the original literature since this dimension measures the ontology comparing it to the existing ontologies and emphasizes the utility of the ontologies which are not applicable to the project. When the translation of entities was completed, we imported those entities into Medeon via Protégé. Data consistency was checked through Protégé build-in modules to ensure that no logical conflict existed in the ontology.
Evaluation

The evaluation is intended to provide a comprehensive report pertaining to the effectiveness and validity of ontology in multi-dimensions. Our evaluation design included the assessment of the ontology itself and the user experience. We designed a questionnaire with a 5-point Likert scale to collect the measurable data from domain experts interested in using the ontology in their daily work. Below we enumerate a set of questions in the questionnaire. Each question is equipped with answers to a 5-point Likert scale (i.e., 1=very disappointed; 2=disappointed; 3=neutral; 4=good; 5=very good).

1. The phrases used in the vocabulary are well formed and the words are well arranged.
2. The terms used in the vocabulary can explain the meanings of real-world concepts.
3. The terms that appear in the vocabulary are clear.
4. The vocabulary represents the designated domain and provides sufficient knowledge to the user.
5. The claims the vocabulary makes are reasonable.
6. The vocabulary can satisfy your requirements when you use it to categorize the case you are reviewing.
7. Please rate the overall satisfaction based on your experience using the vocabulary.

To make sure that the questionnaire reached the confidence level on effectiveness and validity, we employed a pre-measurement to assess the content-validity and inter-rater reliability to guide the final revision of the questionnaire. The content-validity measures to what extent the designed questions subjectively reflect the tasks they purport to measure. The inter-rater reliability measures the degree of agreement among raters. Three domain experts used the pre-measurement to validate the questionnaire where randomly selected patient safety reports were provided in the task. The questions listed below were used for measuring content-validity. Each question was instructed to be answered on a 4-point scale (i.e., Not relevant; Somewhat relevant; Quite relevant; Highly relevant).

1. “The phrases used in the vocabulary are well-formed and the words are well-arranged.”
   Does the scale purport to measure “The correctness of syntax.”?
2. “The terms used in the vocabulary can explain the meanings of real-world concepts.”
   Does the scale purport to measure “The meaningfulness of terms.”?
3. “The terms that appear in the vocabulary are clear.”
   Does the scale purport to measure “The clarity of terms.”?
4. “The vocabulary represents the designated domain and provides sufficient knowledge to the user.”
   Does the scale purport to measure “The comprehensiveness of the vocabulary in a certain domain.”?
5. “The claims the vocabulary makes are reasonable.”
   Does the scale purport to measure “The accuracy of information.”?
6. “The vocabulary can satisfy your requirements when you use it to categorize the case you are reviewing.”
   Does the scale purport to measure “Whether the vocabulary specifies agent’s specific requirements.”?
7. “Please rate the overall satisfaction based on your experience using the vocabulary.”

8. Does the scale purport to measure “The overall satisfaction to the vocabulary.”?

Results

Upon the completion of Medeon, we obtained a semantic web ontology in OWL format. The ontology represented, with necessary conceptualization and translation, the entities and relationships of patient safety knowledge that were extracted from the Common Formats. The ontology was constructed in a hierarchy with four top-level classes where each contained sub-classes with a maximum depth of four levels. An example of OWL individuals is shown in Figure 2. As in the preliminary stage, these individuals may be incomplete yet they represent the most frequently used concepts and terminologies appearing in the Common Formats. Note that OWL classes and individuals, as well as the OWL properties, are open to expand. That being said, the knowledge we borrowed from the Common Formats serve as building blocks for further development without limiting patient safety ontology.

Two domain experts participated in the pre-measurement. The results showed a 100% agreement for the inter-rater reliability and 100% for content validity.

Discussion and Future Work

The ontology primarily serves as a knowledge base to model the taxonomies broadly used for patient safety reports. With this role, the proposed ontological approach aims to meet the challenges in the development of reporting systems. Among the many factors fundamental for a successful reporting system, data quality has been a major concern. An outstanding reporting system should be able to collect quality data that link to the procedures and factors threatening patient safety in a timely manner. Nevertheless, a great number of reporting systems are suffering from low quality data due to inefficiency and ineffectiveness of data entry [11, 28, 29]. To improve the data quality, much effort has been made in increasing the number of reports, but the increase in quantity does not improve the system performance since the very crux of the...
problem remains in knowledge management. In fact, the reporting systems in use generate a great volume of patient safety reports, which on the contrary are becoming a burden for data processing. The ontology is what we believe is a suitable approach in patient safety reporting. Given a patient safety report, oftentimes it needs to be labeled with multiple categories in a hierarchical knowledge base. Neither plain reporting forms nor patient safety taxonomies can easily solve this problem during the submission of a report to the system or retrieving a report from the system. For example, a case being labeled under ‘lighting’ may be also labeled under ‘contributing factor’, ‘environment’, and ‘patient fall’, assuming that ‘contributing factor’ and ‘environment’ are the super classes of ‘lighting’, while ‘patient fall’ is under the other super class Common Formats in an ontological framework offers an open environment to aggregate and share the patient safety knowledge base by cooperating with other data sources and ontologies.

Our design and implementation have challenges and limitations. When building the ontology, it is most challenging in mapping between discrepant data sources due to the distinction among existing taxonomies in terms of the hierarchical structures and synonymous terminologies. We envision the use of NLP techniques and automatic classifier (i.e., k nearest neighbor) could facilitate the process, as we will expand Medeon in the next step. Also, a view on a unified coding system, such as Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), is definitely helpful. On the other hand, debates regarding validity and effectiveness are always in ontological studies Therefore, we must continue the evaluation study of the present ontology.

Conclusion

The development of a knowledge base for patient safety reporting systems is imperative for both practice and research. With the aim of establishing a comprehensive knowledge base, we employed a semantic web ontology that plays a key role underlying the reporting systems. The present ontology built on the Common Formats serves as the building blocks towards a unified knowledge base, with which the reporting systems are expected to support comprehensive data entry and increase the data quality. We envision that utilizing a semantic web ontology would facilitate information retrieval and reuse of the narrative data for expert review, clinical decision-making and education. Moving forward, the swift growth in aggregate data requires a sustainable knowledge base to keep abreast with the latest reporting events. Our design must be open-minded to glean knowledge from the most recently reported data and tremendous amount of historical data.
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